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Abstract— Collars equipped with GPS/GSM device provide
automated remote tracking of animal at successive time intervals.
Since animal movement is complex and irregular, methods based
on repetitiveness of human movement cannot be applied to
animals. In this paper we propose a method for animal
movement pattern discovery using Hidden Markov model. We
present a prototype for pattern discovery which enables arbitrary
definition of model states by an expert in the field, as well as
marking the patterns for learning phase of the method. Case
studies of wolf and bear movements validate the method and show
promising results - up to 94.02% accuracy in detecting the
patterns among foraging, travelling and bedding for wolfs, and up
to 82.14% accuracy in detecting feeding, resting and travelling
patterns for bears on intermediate spatio-temporal scale.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Modern technology enables remote tracking of animals
wearing collars equipped with GPS/GSM device. Intense
sampling of animal movements allows the insight into the
interaction of animal and its environment [1, 2]. Still, the data
gathered from a collar are not so intense due to the following
drawbacks. Positions are often sampled in sparse time intervals
due to the limited battery duration. Also, one could expect a
lack of positions in tracking data as the consequence of the
habitat that is not fully covered by GPS or GSM signal.
Movement patterns (movement modes, movement phases)
play an important role in understanding the behavior of animals
[3-6]. Depending on spatio-temporal scale, different types of
patterns can be recognized: from home range selection and
migration at coarse-scale, foraging and travelling at
intermediate-scale to feeding and short stops at fine-scale.
The moving objects research is mainly focused on the
analysis and prediction of movement of people and vehicles,
rarely animals. It is often assumed to have dense position
recordings (for example every second) to perform analysis and
prediction algorithms, which is unlikely for animal movement
recordings. Furthermore, the algorithms applicable to the
human movement are mostly based on the discovery of
frequent routes [7-9]. Though people have a tendency to repeat
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the route, which is not common for wild animals in such a
significant rate. Animals may have a habit of visiting the same
places, but their movement is complex and hard to predict [10].
There is no generic pattern discovery model for wild
animals. Scientists are focused mainly on finding kill-sites [11,
12] with no intention on further application. The proposed
methods also often require aerial or ground-monitoring [12]
and cannot be done remotely. Although various statistical
modeling approaches are recently stressed as valuable for
animal movement [5, 6, 13, 14], they are rarely used in practice
and remain challenging issue [5]. The one of reasons is that
those methods are unsuited to biologist and ecologists since
they require the expertise in statistical theory and programming
[6].
We propose a method for animal movement pattern
discovery using Hidden Markov model (HMM). Proposed
method enables expert in the field to choose the parameters of
the model according to the application in the preparation phase,
when the model is constructed for the first time. In decoding
phase, the detection of the pattern is done automatically
enabling real-time performance. Beside the analysis of the
movement aimed to get better insight into the animal
behaviour, we found discovery of movement patterns useful to
adapt the method of prediction of the animal next movement.
Depending on detected movement pattern, different prediction
method can be used.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the section
II the basic terms considering movement patterns are
introduced. The section III presents the Hidden Markov model
for movement pattern discovery. Case study of movement of
wolfs in Croatia and prototype for movement patterns
discovery is described in section IV.
II.

MOVEMENT PATTERNS

A. Trajectory
For the purpose of discovery of movement patterns,
trajectory is defined as follows:
Definition 1. Trajectory of the moving object is mapping
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where tbegining is the starting moment of position recording,
tend the last moment of position recording and space
corresponding two-dimensional space.

There are two main approaches to identify semantic
patterns of trajectories: episode view of trajectory or stop and
moves view.

Thus, each trajectory (Figure 1) is represented as an ordered
set of points:

In the first approach, authors denote an episode as a
discreet time period for which the object’s spatio-temporal
behavior was relatively homogeneous [15]. The trajectory is
presented as set of episodes, with corresponding characteristics
such as meaning, description, purpose etc. This approach
requires semantic annotation by hand, which cannot be applied
for movement prediction in real time.

where (xi, yi ) are positions of moving object recorded in
sequential moments ti:

B. Movement patterns of animals
Although not precisely defined, the authors of [3] differ
three spatio-temporal scales: coarse-scale, intermediate-scale
and fine-scale. Depending on the scale, different types of
movement patterns can be detected.
The common movement patterns [3-5, 12] at intermediatescale (regardless on animal species) are:


Foraging - activity of searching for and exploiting food
resources. Commonly, it takes place in a limited
geographical area. It manifests in small travelled
distances and large turning angles.



Feeding - activity which animal shows after finding
food. For carnivores it may be a kill-site where animal
use to come back and for herbivores may resemble
foraging.



Travelling - the goal-oriented movement. Animal is
moving from one area to another. It manifests in large
travelled distances and small turning angles.



Bedding (or resting) - stop or gathering, whether it is
because of a place such as den or kill-site where animal
use to come back or a place where animal temporary
stops.

In Figure 2 is given an example of the movement with
identified foraging, travelling and bedding patterns.

In the other approach trajectory is viewed as series of stops
and moves [15-17]. Stops are the important places of the
trajectory where the object has stayed for a minimal amount of
time. The remaining parts of the trajectory form the moves.
Stops are associated to known geographical information. The
drawback of this method is that geographic information has to
be known in advance, which is often not a case in study of
animal movement.
We propose a method for animal movement pattern
discovery using Hidden Markov model. The states of the model
can be set arbitrary by the expert in the field and detection of
the movement patterns can be done automatically in real-time.
III.

HIDDEN MARKOV MODEL FOR MOVEMENT
PATTERN DISCOVERY

Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is a stochastic model in
which the system is modeled by a Markov process with
unknown (hidden) parameters and the goal is to find out hidden
from the sequence of observed symbols [18]. Formally, HMM
is a 5-touple of state alphabet set S, observation alphabet set V,
transition probability matrix A, observation probability matrix
B and initial probability array I - (S, V, A, B, I).
A. Constructing an HMM for movement pattern discovery
Assuming that the movement is represented as in Definition
1, structure of the HMM for movement pattern discovery is as
following:
1.

State alphabet set S is set of movement patterns:
S = {Oi: Oi is movement pattern, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}

2.

Observation alphabet set V is given by:
V = {(Ui, Kj): 1 ≤ i ≤ nU, 1 ≤ j ≤ nK }
where U={U1, ..., UnU} is set of distance (travelled path)
intervals and K = {K1, ..., KnK} is set of angle intervals.
Distances are considered between two sequential
positions and angles are turning angles considering the
prior position. These parameters are directly observed
from trajectory.

3.

Transition probability matrix A is given by:
A = [aij], aij = P(S't+1 = Sj| S't = Si ), 1 ≤ i,j ≤ n
It holds:

Figure 1. An example of trajectory
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Figure 2. An example of animal movement patterns

4.

Observation probability matrix B is given by:

Schema of Hidden Markov model for discovery of
movement patterns according to above defined model
components is given in Figure 3.

B = [bjk],
bjk = P((Ui, Kl)in the moment t, k=i*nU+l | S't = Sj),

B. Learning and decoding movement patterns
HMM parameters are defined based on learning set of
trajectories for which the movement pattern is known.
Trajectories are translated from array of positions to array of
ordered couple of angle and distance intervals.

1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ nU*nK
It holds:

5.

Initial probability array I is given by:

Given a trajectory with unknown pattern and the defined
model, using Viterbi algorithm [19], the most probable set of
hidden states is reconstructed (Figure 4).

I = {Ii: Ii = P(S'1 = S1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n }
It holds:

Start

Initial state

...

Hidden states

...

Observation
alphabet

Figure 3. Schema of Hidden Markov model for discovery of movement patterns
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Hidden states

Observations

Movement
(trajectory)

Figure 4. An example of reconstruction of movement pattern from observed trajectory

Detected patterns can be analyzed against the other variable
(such as a time or moving object's characteristic) in order to
give a deeper insight into the behavior of animals. For
example, the analysis could show differences in behavior for
male or female or dominance of certain pattern in certain time
of a day or season. The other use of detected pattern is the
prediction of the next movement of animal according to the
pattern.
IV.

Finally, given a new trajectory and model, the decoding of
movement patterns is done and the patterns are marked in
different colors. In is given an example of decoding of patterns
of three states - blue indicating foraging, green travelling and
red bedding (Figure 8 and Figure 9).

CASE STUDY OF ANIMALS

A. Prototype for movement pattern discovery
The described algorithm is validated using the prototype we
developed through our research [20]. The prototype enables
managing the data about moving objects, the data describing
their movement and context of the movement as well as
performing various algorithms. The prototype is primarily
designed to manage the movement of wild animals, although
we believe it can be used for other types of moving objects as
well.
The prototype enables arbitrary definition of model states,
as well as angle and distance intervals (see Figure 5).
Further, the prototype supports marking parts of trajectories
and matching them to defined states i.e. movement patterns
(Figure 6). The sets of marked trajectories are stored in
knowledge base and used in learning process.
The HMM is further built according to chosen model
structure (states, angle category and distance category) and
training data (trajectories associated to model states by expert).
The example of chosen parameters is shown in Figure 7.
Figure 5. Defining HMM structure using prototype
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Figure 9. An example of decoding patterns

Figure 6. An example of marking parts of trajectories and
matching to model states

B. Validation of the algorithm
The algorithm is validated using the described prototype. It
is validated on movements through two case studies: one case
study of three wolfs and another of one bear in Croatia. Both
wolfs' and bear's positions were measured every 15 minutes
during several days in different periods of year. There are many
missing positions according to which we segmented movement
to trajectories. The movement patterns which learning sets and
test sets of trajectories belong to are marked by an expert.
Case study of wolfs
Wolfs were chosen according to their differences in sex,
age and social status. The following structure of HMM is
chosen according to expert needs (common movement patterns
are chosen) and to fit the patterns of wolf at intermediate
spatio-temporal scale (set of used angles and distances is
additionally shown in Figure 10):
S = {foraging, bedding/feeding, travelling}

I = {1/3, 1/3, 1/3}

Figure 7. Choosing parameters to build HMM

Figure 8. Choosing parameters to perform
decoding of movement patterns
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Matrices A and B are defined from learning set of 25
marked trajectories consisting of totally 277 segments - all
belong to the movement of a female-wolf (W1) during the
period from May 1st to 3rd. Since patterns of foraging,
travelling and bedding/feeding are detectable from turning
angles and speed (distances) of movement as described in II.B,
they are recognized by HMM as well. As expected, the
resulting matrix B (observational matrix) has high probabilities
of observing:


small travelled distances and medium or large turning
angles ((U1, K2) and (U1, K3)) in foraging state



small travelled distances and small or medium turning
angles ((U1, K1) and (U1, K2)) in bedding/feeding state



large travelled distances and small turning angles (U3,
K1) in travelling state

The resulting matrix A (transition matrix) has higher
probabilities of preserving the current state than switching to
another state. That means that wolfs tend to stay in one pattern
for certain period of time .
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different HMMs for different specimens and different periods
of year.
Case study of bear
Unlike wolfs, bears are herbivores and their behavior
patterns differ from the patterns of wolfs. The following
structure of HMM for discovery of movement patterns of bears
at intermediate scale:
S = {feeding, resting, travelling}

I = {1/3, 1/3, 1/3}
The learning set consists of 54 trajectories with 1482
segments in total - all belonging to the movement of a male
bear (B1) during the period from September 15th to October
1st.
As expected, the resulting matrix B has high probabilities
of observing:
Figure 10. Set of angles and distances used
in case study of wolfs



medium travelled distances and medium or large turning
angles ((U2, K2) and (U2, K3)) in feeding state

The accuracy of identification of patterns for movements of
three wolfs in different periods of year is given in TABLE 1. The
patterns of test datasets are not equally distributed, but no
pattern is significantly different so it is not possible to priory
identify certain pattern with high accuracy.



small travelled distances and small turning angles (U1,
K1) in resting state



large travelled distances and small turning angles (U3,
K1) in travelling state

The accuracy of pattern prediction goes up to 94.02%.
Accuracy is better for the movement of the same specimen
(94.02% and 87.85% for W1 comparing to 85.71% for W2 and
73.37% for W3). It is also better for the movements in the same
period of time as learning dataset (85.71% for W2 comparing
to 73.37% for W3).

The resulting matrix A has higher probabilities of
preserving the current state than switching to another state.

The results show that using HMM enables high accuracy
discovery of movement patterns of wolfs. The possible further
enhancement of the accuracy could be done by building

The accuracy of identification of patterns for movements of
the same bear for different periods of year is given in
TABLE 2. The accuracy of pattern prediction goes up to
82.14%. Again, the accuracy is better for the movement in the
same period of time as learning dataset (82.14% comparing to
74.70% for the spring period).

TABLE 1 THE ACCURACY OF PATTERN PREDICTION FOR WOLFS
Trajectory period

Specimen

Accuracy of predicting the
pattern

Distribution of patterns in %
(foraging, bedding/feeding, travelling)

04.05.-05.05.

W1

94.02%

(26.63, 54.34, 19.03)

06.09.-07.09.

W1

87.85%

(63.24, 13.52, 23.24)

01.05.-02.05.

W2

85.71%

(41.30, 41.30, 17.40)

05.12.-06.12.

W3

73.37%

(36.37, 33.68, 29.95)

TABLE 2 THE ACCURACY OF PATTERN PREDICTION FOR BEAR
Trajectory period

Specimen

Accuracy of predicting
the pattern

Distribution of patterns in %
(feeding, resting, travelling)

02.10.-12.10.

B1

82.14%

(48,37,15)

15.04.-05.05.

B1

74.70%

(19,32,49)
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V.

CONCLUSION

Animal movement is complex and irregular and thus very
hard to model. In order to build generic pattern discovery
model for wild animals, we proposed Hidden Markov model
for movement pattern discovery. The states of the model can be
set arbitrary by an expert through the prototype we built. The
prototype supports marking parts of trajectories and matching
them to defined movement patterns and decoding of patterns
using built model.
Two case studies show promising results: The accuracy of
pattern prediction of common patterns goes up to 94.02% for
wolfs (foraging, travelling and bedding/feeding) and up to
82.14% for bear movement (feeding, resting and travelling).
The accuracy could be enhanced by building different HMMs
for different specimens and different periods of year.
In the future work, we plan to use the contextual
information about the terrain, climate etc. to improve detection
of even more precise patterns as well as perform the
experiments with other patterns.
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